Project Details: Complete a study and write up your findings.

More detailed project details: You are to either conduct a population study or an experiment. In either case you will determine a response variable you would like to know more about (if you do an experiment, you will also pick an explanatory variable). You must conduct the study with at least 20 individuals or subjects, but you can get your individuals or subjects any way you would like to (SRS, voluntary, your favorite people…) and you must indicate in the project write up how your individuals or subjects were picked.

Idea write-up: Before you can begin your study you must write a paragraph detailing what you will be studying and how you will be selecting your individuals or objects. This is to be turned in by 10/31/2014

Project guidelines: You must have the consent of any individual or subject used in your study…don’t hassle people (If your study is with inanimate object, get the consent of the owners if possible and don’t break any laws)

Project Write-up: At the end of your project you are to write a paper detailing your findings. I want to know what you did and what you found out. You are to be detailed but succinct. The paper should be exactly one page of text and should include a graph or chart (on a separate sheet of paper).

Note: In the event that you would like to talk about a particular individual or subject, use generic names.

Grade:

70% for including details about the subjects, population, sample type, way you collected data, outline of the raw data, an analysis of the data, a graph or chart showcasing the study

20% for making accurate conclusions (you can get points for making no conclusions where a conclusion cannot be reached, but you will get zero points for making bad conclusions)

10% for the write up: I will be looking to see that the write up is readable, the write up is 1 page, You didn’t use a giant or microscopic font size, your margins are decent